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The quieter sharp eyed visitor can
often spot Muntjac, lurking in the
thicker shrubbery.

What’s Inside
John Ward
Chair of the Bonds
Meadow Community
Association talks
about the groups
aspirations for the
future

Invasive Plants
Identify and help
control problem
species

Closure notices
displayed at the main
footpath.

What’s happening?

Butterflies of Britain
Lindsey Andrews writes
about BOB
An early introduction to
the joy of  Nature and
wildlife.

Join our group of
Volunteers.

Social Networking
Get to know and be
part of Bonds Meadow
on the net

Memories and Quotes
Our lives capture treasured memories
when we are young and Bonds Meadow
has been a special place for so many.
Joan aged 93: recalls walking her dog
through the original orchard area and
returning home with a bag of apples to
make a pie for her  family.
Billy aged 95: Played with his friends on
what was mostly meadowland during the
late 20’s early 30’s

Terry aged 70: Remembers as a boy
seeing cattle grazing on the meadow.

Tony aged 67: has fond memories of the
early 70’s when the meadow  had a large
population of  rabbits that thrilled his
children during family walks.

What memories do you have of Bonds
Meadow? Share them in future  issues by
emailing to:-
bondsmeadownews@gmail.com

mailto:bondsmeadownews@gmail.com
mailto:bondsmeadownews@gmail.com


Meadow View

Research gathered over re
cent

years has highlighted the

countless benefits to people,

wildlife and the enviro
nment th

at

come from planting trees and

creating new woodland habitat.

It's 
obvious tre

es are good things.

Clive Anderson President of

the Woodland Trust



Bonds Meadow Community Association
Welcome message from Chairman John Ward

Welcome to our newsletter, the first in
some time.  We hope to be able to put out
something like this a couple of times a
year or so to keep residents near to Bonds
Meadow and those further afield, up to
date on what is happening in the meadow.
Bonds meadow is, of course, not just a
meadow; it holds woodland, wetland, scrub
land and ponds that make it a mixed habitat
with a wide variety of fauna and flora.  There
are around 32 species of birds, 18 types of
tree, 16 species of wild flowers and 14
species of butterfly and many other types of
wildlife. Autumn has seen a terrific explosion
of the 17 or so varieties of colourful and
interesting fungi unfolding from roots and
rotting wood and, as we come into winter,
we will be looking out for migrating birds
brought in on the strong north easterlies that
will, no doubt, be blowing.  This mixed, rich
habitat has earned the meadow the status
of a County Wildlife Site and it is looked after
as such by a small but dedicated party of
volunteers, led by Peter Aldous, who turns
out in all weathers throughout the year to
maintain a wildlife friendly environment that
is accessible to people wishing to
experience some countryside within the
urban heart of Oulton Broad.  Peter’s team

is supported by a small but dedicated
committee.
Earlier this year, I took over as chairman
from Allyson Barron, who has done such an
excellent job over the last few years. I’ve
taken up the reins at a particularly busy,
challenging and exciting time for the
meadow. Persimmon plan to put a pipe
through from Sands Lane to Hall Rd,
Butterflies of Britain was launched at the
site, the meadow has received a huge
donation of trees, reseeding of wild flowers
is taking place, we have had a very welcome
increase in the number of volunteers, and
of course, our new newsletter has been put
together by Tony Fokinther.   You can find
out more about all these things in the next
few pages and on our new Facebook page
and the website. If you are not involved now,
please consider joining us to help in
whatever way you can; tree management
and planting, litter picking, species
identification, path creation, organisation or
whatever your particular skill or interest may
be.
Finally, I’d like to send a huge thank you to
everyone involved in working to keep
Bonds Meadow as the special place it is
and I wish everyone a happy 2017



B.O.B – Butterflies Of Britain is an Education
Programme that educates children through
play. We come to your setting to carry out a
choice of sessions that are then tailored
accordingly to your environment. The
programme is designed for all ages from
early years, key stage one, two, independent
nurseries, childminders, home school groups
and playgroups.

We now visit High Schools and have carried
out Enrichment sessions.
Bookings can also be made for events and
parties. We offer children the chance to
explore the wonderful world of butterflies and
mini beasts through a variety of games and
activities. We have a variety of unique
sessions covering topics such as habitats,
lifecycles and plant growth.

Children will gain Identification skills
exploring areas such as
butterflies,trees,insects and plants.
In the garden session, children learn about
the importance of flowers & plants for
caterpillars as food sources. Children are
encouraged to grow and maintain a
wildlfower meadow to help wildlife.
Hibernating habitats session, children
explore minibeasts and  build a Butterfly/bug
hotel ready for the winter months.
We want to excite and educate children
about butterflies & mini beasts so they can
take an active part in conservation.
We now offer a nature programme, which
explores various aspects of wildlife this
includes:
Hedgehogs-Trees,-Birds-insects-nature art.

B.O.B is also a tree charter branch and
travel across East Suffolk carrying out tree
activities to help people connect and be a
part of the national campaign.
The tree party held at the meadow was
part of B.O.B’s contribution to the
campaign and all of the 460 trees planted
were donated as our commitment.
 https://treecharter.uk/what-is-the-charter

Bonds Meadow are pleased to host the activities
of Butterflies of Britain

Lindsey Andrews
59 Kimberley Road
Lowestoft,
NR33 0UB.
Telephone:07482 310895
Facebook Messenger @butterflyeducation

https://treecharter.uk/


Closure Notices Displayed at the
Main Footpath Entrances.

Did the Meadow have a Royal Visitor?

The peaceful tranquillity of the north
meadow was broken in October when the
thunder of rotor blades announced the
arrival of the East Anglian Air Ambulance.
It looked an impossible task as the yellow
helicopter descended into the trees but it
merely demonstrated the incredible skill
and competence required by the pilot and
crew several times a day to save lives.
Their stay was short lived as they were
stood down and left without a patient.

By the way Prince William was not the
pilot on that day but the headline grabbed
your attention.

Due to the construction of the new Woods
Meadow development to the north of Sands
Lane, an upgrade to the existing sewer
running through Bonds Meadow is required.
There will be a small number of trees and
shrubs lost but they will be replaced.
The alternative diversionary route is shown
as Chestnut Avenue.
The Association have been meeting with the
council and Persimmon homes in an attempt
to monitor the situation. The exact dates
have not yet been proposed  but the planned
sewage pipe  is to run the length of the path
between Sands Lane and Hall Road.  This
will result in the path being closed for a while
and some trees will be cut down. The
Association are working to mitigate the
disruption and damage.



Volunteering

Volunteering: The preservation and
conservation of Bonds Meadow is a
community project, open to all to enjoy in a
friendly and non-abusive manner. This small
piece of nature in the heart of town is
maintained and supported by local
volunteers for the good of all who wish to
escape or have an interest in the ecological
and social history of Oulton Broad.

Extra help is always welcomed all that’s
required is a willingness to work and enjoy
the company of  like minded companions .
A typical morning will start with a walk around
all areas of the Meadow, clearing litter,
cutting back fallen or overhanging branches
that impede the footpath reporting any
problems to the project manager.

The photographs on this page show some
of the project work that was undertaken
during the past year and can also include
coppicing, removing Sycamore saplings (a
particular problem in the meadow),
maintaining footpath surfacing with
barkchippings, clearing ponds of debris and
general woodland management.
It helps us to keep fit in an outdoor
environment and supports an amenity for the
community and for future generations.



So pleased to say that our small volunteer
group has grown remarkably this past few
weeks, and where we numbered 2, there is
now a regular 8 of us every Tuesday
morning. This enables us to tackle larger
projects such as the opening up of the
Eastern woods.

Recently we took part in a Woodland Trust
initiative that saw 150 volunteers spend a
Saturday morning planting 460 young trees
& shrubs. These included Oaks, Rowan,
Silver Birch, Hazel, Blackthorn and
Hawthorn. We followed this by planting 1200
Narcissi bulbs, mostly in the soon to be
opened Eastern wood.

Part of our work involves clearing up dog
mess, and picking up litter – Please Dog
walkers, and litter droppers - be considerate

For the next few weeks we will be laying
bark on muddy footpaths, enclosing newly
planted wild flower seeds in Munjac
deterring fences, continuing our major
project to get the Eastern wood opened
asap, and weeding and tidying the
community orchard.

If you can spare a couple of hours we meet
at the Green Lock Up building near Sands
Lane entrance at 9.30am every Tuesday –
You can be sure of a warm welcome.

Ring me if you would like more details.
Peter Aldous, Project Manager.
01502 514157

Woodland in Words
A Trip to the Woods

Into the woods is where I will be,
Follow the path to be able to see,
Acorns and conkers cover the ground,
I look, I listen and I don't hear a sound.
I wander around, I look for a tree,
An ash and a chestnut are looking at me,
Birds are swarming on a search for a
snack,
Blackberries and holly are where they
attack.
As I follow the path and look at the bark,
Fungus and catkin are leaving their mark,
Soon it goes dark and I feel so alone,
But the bluebells and violets are leading
me home.

Woodland Trust competition  runner up
by Wellfield High School in Lancashire:
Readers  are invited to submit their
woodland related poems or stories for
consideration in future publications by
sending them to
bondsmeadownews@gmail.com

Project Manager’s Message



Fly Tipping an Embarrassment
to the Neighbourhood

Volunteers have cleared the north east
section of  Bonds Meadow  extending the
footpath from the new orchard through the
remains of the orchard planted during WWII
to the rear of Gorleston Road.
Clearance of this area has exposed a level
of neighbourhood fly tipping that has
surprised the association. Bicycle frames,
Car batteries, tyres, garden furniture and a
bath are among items collected during two,
3 hr clearance sessions by volunteers .
Thanks was given to E.E Green Skip Hire
and C.R. Hales Skip Hire who kindly
donated skips and removed the rubbish for
the association.
Litter is an ongoing problem at the meadow
and is a weekly chore for the volunteers  to
pick up litter .Anyone who has information
on fly tippers or details of an incidence can
call the Environment Agency’s hotline on:
0800 807060.

“Fly tippers should be ashamed, but
instead they're just shameless”.

Anonymous

The drone of chain saws and wood chipper
has been echoing around the woods over
recent months as volunteers create an
exciting enhancement to the north east
section of the meadow. It is planned to be
fully open by spring 2017 and will offer an
extended trail parallel to Sands Lane,
enhancing the meadow experience and
encouraging local pride in what had become
an inaccessible wilderness.

Re-opening Footpath



Invasive Species

Have you seen this plant?
Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens glandulifera)
(above) is a relative of the Busy Lizzie, but
reaches well over head height. It’s an
invasive problem for Bonds Meadow and is
perpetuated by cultivation in neighbouring
gardens. It grows very rapidly and spreads
quickly, smothering other vegetation as it
goes.
 It is listed under Schedule 9 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, therefore
it is an offence to plant or otherwise cause
this species to grow in the wild.

An amendment to the Anti-social Behaviour,
Crime and Policing Act 2014: Requires:-
On your property, you should aim to control
Himalayan balsam and other invasive non-
native plants to prevent them becoming a
problem in your neighbourhood. If they have
a "detrimental effect of a persistent or
continuing nature on the quality of life of
those in the locality", the legislation could be
used to enforce its control.
Neighbours are asked to assist by clearing
gardens of this problem species.
Thank you



He’s here again that crazy young Labrador
a walking bundle of curiosity what’s this?
Who’s that? The sight of all that energy
wears me out just watching him straining
to get closer. A knowing exchange of eye
contact and a quick stroke on his head is
enough to renew this briefest of friendships
for another week.
Bonds meadow is the perfect setting for
dog walkers to enjoy a safe stroll away from
busy highways.  As a weekly Bonds
Meadow volunteer I’ve developed a
fondness for dogs I didn’t realise I had.
Unlike humans they find it hard not to say
hello as they pass the old man that seems
to always be cutting back branches or
digging in the soil. Could they possibly be
thinking that I’m so hungry I’m constantly
searching for bones and that perhaps they
could help?
However I do have one reservation about
this friendship and that is the little
“landmines” that occasionally get left for me
to tread in. I’m sure they would definitely
not appreciate the thoughts that go through
my head when that squelch ignites under
my boot. Is it not basic dog walker code to
bag up my friends little presents and put it
in the bins provided at both entrances.

Bonds Meadow Community Association
give their sincere thanks to the following
companies and individuals for their kind
donations in support of this Newsletter.

Lowestoft Pet and Home Care Services
01502 528942
lowestoftpetandhomecare@aol.com

P&K Harrod, Newsagent, Hall Road.

Waveney Norse for printing and general
support.

Wordsearch

SponsorshipFriendship

ALGAE
ARUM
ASH
BRAMBLE
DRAGONFLY
GRASS
IVY
MAGPIE

MALLARD
MOLE
MUNTJAC
OAK
PUFFBALL
ROBIN
SPARROW

Can be found in Bonds Meadow

H F M V F H S D E Q
T S I U O A R L O D
P V A A R A L Y T M
Y M K O L A S L V D
X Z B L B P M E R E
U I A F A U L A I X
N M F R N B G P G V
U U R T M O G R G E
P O J A N A A Q A M
W A R F M S S G O U
C B L Q S W L L O Y

mailto:lowestoftpetandhomecare@aol.com


Entrance

Entrance

Finding Bonds Meadow

The Association has no direct funding and always welcomes sponsorship and support for
donations or offers of help. You can support us by becoming a member of the Bonds Meadow
Community Association.  Minimum donation £6 a year (or £1 a year for unwaged).  All
Subscriptions are spent on maintaining Bonds Meadow.  Contact Margaret on 01502
584261.  Alternatively visit Facebook or website above.

Support us by             on

 facebook.com/bondsmeadowoultonbroad

: @bondsmeadowob

website at:  www.bondsmeadow.org

Did you know that “Bond’s Meadow” takes its name from Arthur Harper Bond who owned
the land in the early 20 th century. Early in 1900 Arthur purchased the old Pond Farm house
(now Ashdale) which became the family home together with the adjacent fields. In 1905 he
had laid out what is now Chestnut Avenue and was selling plots of building land there and
also having houses constructed there himself.

Bonds
Meadow




